Beautiful inside and out.
Introducing The New Caesarstone Outdoor Collection.
Naturally Inspired. Beautifully Superior.
Find yours at caesarstoneus.com/outdoor

405 Midday

Caesarstone’s Solaris Outdoor Collection
For the first time, Caesarstone combines the best of all it has to offer by taking the luxury of quartz to the outdoors. This
groundbreaking Outdoor Collection provides the convenience of stain-resistant, easy-to-clean surfaces, while innovating a
highly durable material proven to withstand all the elements—rain, snow, or shine.
Innovated and tested to withstand UV rays and the most extreme environmental conditions for the long term, the New
Outdoor Collection provides an answer for your desire to cook, dine and entertain comfortably in an outdoor kitchen.
Barbecue counters, sinks, and backsplashes are just the beginning: Other uses range from patio dining tables to poolside bar tops.

405 Midday

A sandy white surface is embellished by warm grey and
soft white flecks adding texture and depth to its neutral
façade. With the popularity of outdoor gathering spaces
comes the desire for materials that can allow for a
leisurely outdoor lifestyle. The organic look of Midday
correlates with the beauty of nature.

406 Clearskies

Clearskies has a smooth concrete grey base enlivened by
a scattering of various tiny flecks. The design adds the
earthen look of a pebble’s surface to outdoor countertops,
backsplashes and tables, and is also great for hospitality
exteriors. The rugged, yet refined, contemporary design
palette of Clearskies is grounded in a natural setting.

515 Palm Shade

Taking the classic look of white marble outside, Palm
Shade is an elegant and inspiring quartz surface that
allows for a new level of luxury and practicality in an
outdoor setting. Graceful charcoal veins traverse a
perfect milky white base adding subtle sophistication
and an earthy depth. The color adds a fresh accent
bringing lightness to a natural setting.

Learn more at caesarstoneus.com

